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RSA Identity Governance and Lifecycle 7.1.1 
Patch 12 Release Notes 

What’s New 

Feature What’s New 
Role Management 
 
SF-01572945 
ACM-104941 

A new feature flag (FeatureFlag.PreventativeCheck) allows you to 
enable or disable the violation calculation. 
By default, FeatureFlag.PreventativeCheck is set to true and 
violations are calculated only when a member or entitlement is 
added or removed from the role, or when the role is deleted. 
When FeatureFlag.PreventativeCheck is set to false, violations are 
skipped for any role change. 

Role Management 
 
SF-01655486 
ACM-107898 

Role import was not using application references to resolve the 
group entitlements of a role. Groups with similar names in 
multiple business sources were being confused when importing 
roles if a similar group was added as role entitlement. 

Functional Changes 

Issue Description 
Access Requests 
 
SF-01620864 
ACM-107197 

Role modification references in the 
T_AV_CHANGE_REQUEST_DETAILS now has references to 
the role RAW_NAME, and shows ALT_NAME in the UI. 

 

 

 

Fixed Issues 
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Access Certification    

Issue Description 
SF-01614645 
ACM-107257 

Role Reviews with multiple overlapping reviewers had change 
request generation issues. 

SF – 01642525 
ACM-107271 

Review generation took a long time to finish when there were too 
many monitors set for the review. 

 

Access Requests   

Issue Description 
SF- 01675690 
ACM-108338 

Revoke Request could not be created when notes exceeded 
256 characters 

SF-01682920 
ACM-108444 

The custom attributes column order was different than the order 
of the column in the query. This is also fixed for the Approval > 
By Entitlements tab. 

SF- 01677644 
ACM-108394 

Change request creation failed when there was more than one 
Provisioning Command (Non-Visual) field in a request form. 

SF-01687334 
ACM-108684 

HTML tags are now correctly sanitized when email templates are 
edited from a workflow. 

SF-01602353 
ACM-105510 

Corrected the behavior to consider all the roles involved in a 
bulk commit of entitlement removals from roles while generating 
indirect entitlements. 

 

AFX Import 

Issue Description 
SF - 01683998 
ACM-108522 

Added a file type check to restrict imports of malicious files. Also 
introduced a new custom setting 'AFXImportValidFileFormats' to 
customize supported file formats. 
This setting can accept a string value which contains all supported 
file formats separated by commas. This value overrides the default 
formats defined for AFX import in the application. 

 

 

 

Change Requests and Workflows  
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Issue Description 
SF-01648023 
ACM-107478 

Entitlement type was set to "Owner" instead of "Account" when 
a change request was submitted via Web Services. 

SF-01545096 
ACM-103489 

Revert Changes option was not working for both add/delete 
group from role. 

SF-01667194 
ACM-108015 

Apostrophe in role name leads to change request with 
SQLSyntaxErrorException: ORA-00907: missing right 
parenthesis. 

SF-01631460 
ACM-106683 

When the Change Request description reached maximum size, 
if AFX tried to update the description it would repeatedly retry 
and fail until the size was reduced. AFX handles the description 
update within the size limit now. 

SF- 01551547 
ACM-106558 

The Retry utils provides a consistent way to handle concurrency 
issue when provisioning a command node. 

SF-01690052 
ACM-108922 

Naming policy failed when apostrophes were used. 

 

Collector  

Issue Description 
SF-01626177 
ACM-107584 

In the CSV Account Collector, when running a test collection 
with an empty CSV file, a stack overflow error was not properly 
handled. 

SF-01652432 
ACM-108315 

When ADC and EDC collectors did not run according to 
schedule, they were also not saved correctly after creation . 

 

Database Management 

Issue Description 
SF- 01684806 
ACM-108570 

Data Purging failed because of ORA-02292. 

ACM-108931 The OEM database performance monitoring is set to NONE. 
Please contact RSA Support for guidance on monitoring 
performance. 

Data Collection Processing and Management  
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Issue Description 
SF-01594372 
ACM-105244 

Improved performance of SQL involved with rendering collector 
Raw Data tabs. 

SF - 01699273 
ACM-108864 

User attribute changes were not reflected in the UI. When a 
Secondary IDC had a missing record, the user record it was 
unified with was not updated. 

SF-01608086 
ACM-106939 
 

Identity Collectors were getting delayed on the change 
verification step. 

 

Database Performance 

Issue Description 
SF- 01622437 
ACM-106386 

SQL queries were tuned by adding indexes to improve 
performance. 

 

Request Forms 

Issue Description 
SF-01634298  
SF-01628151 
ACM-106830 

A null pointer exception observed while using multiple 
Provisioning Commands (Non-Visual) is now handled. 

SF-01679524 
ACM-108388 

Request form 'Next' button was grayed out when a display 
script was generated for non-visual entitlement tables. 

SF-01667292 
ACM-107997 

Exceptions on create or edit of request form account element is 
now handled correctly. 

SF-01566326 
ACM-106805 

The URL prefix for Request Form validation Url is now formed 
based on user custom setting "UseURLPrefixFromRequest". If this 
setting is set to true, then the url prefix will construct from the 
current application's request url. Otherwise the prefix is fetched 
from the Request Configuration setting (the old behavior). 
If "UseURLPrefixFromRequest" is set to true, then user can add 
another custom setting 'URLPrefixPortNumber' to configure the 
port number of applications. If configured, this port number is used 
to form the url prefix, otherwise the port number is fetched from the 
application's request url. 

 

Role Management  
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Issue Description 
SF-01360547 
ACM-97875 

Suggested Members Functionality showed multiple rows. 

 

Rule Management  

Issue Description 
SF- 01645216 
ACM-107485 

The "Business Owner" is replaced with "Business Unit Business 
Owner" for Rule remediation node in workflow. 
The "Assigned Remediators" column is showing the respective 
remediator name on Violation Details dialog for all Rules pages. 

SF- 01684679 
ACM-108489 

A User Access Rule detected violations for deleted group 
members if the group was part of the entitlement condition. 

SF-01675465 
ACM-108266 

Termination Rule ignored the disabled roles and the 
entitlements underneath the role while revoking access from the 
terminated users. 

 

Security 

Issue Description 
SF-01672626 
ACM-108229 

In SecurityContext.csv, “Change Request,Subordinates..” has 
been removed to improve performance of request page loading. 
Supervisors can now view their subordinates' request details 
through the UI. 

 


